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Abstract. Caricature attributes provide distinctive facial features to
help research in Psychology and Neuroscience. However, unlike the facial photo attribute datasets that have a quantity of annotated images,
the annotations of caricature attributes are rare. To facility the research
in attribute learning of caricatures, we propose a caricature attribute
dataset, namely WebCariA. Moreover, to utilize models that trained
by face attributes, we propose a novel unsupervised domain adaptation framework for cross-modality (i.e., photos to caricatures) attribute
recognition, with an integrated inter- and intra-domain consistency learning scheme. Specifically, the inter-domain consistency learning scheme
consisting an image-to-image translator to first fill the domain gap between photos and caricatures by generating intermediate image samples,
and a label consistency learning module to align their semantic information. The intra-domain consistency learning scheme integrates the common feature consistency learning module with a novel attribute-aware
attention-consistency learning module for a more efficient alignment. We
did an extensive ablation study to show the effectiveness of the proposed
method. And the proposed method also outperforms the state-of-the-art
methods by a margin. The implementation of the proposed method is
available at https://github.com/KeleiHe/DAAN.
Keywords: Unsupervised domain adaptation; Caricature; Attribute recognition; Attention
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Introduction

Caricatures are facial drawings of human faces with exaggerating facial features.
Studying the latent information conveyed by caricatures has been long to the
neurologists, psychologists, and also the computer scientists. The recognition
of caricatures indicates the mechanism of human thoughts, and the knowledge
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Photo

WebCariA

Caricature

CelebA

ArchedEyebrows: T
MakeUp: T

Young: T
women: T

ThickLips: T
BigNose: F

bald: T
BigNose: T

bald: T
BigNose: T

ArchedEyebrows : T
HeavyMakeup : F

BigEyes: T
Wrinkle: T

BigEyes: T
HighNose: T

LargeForehead: T
ThinEyebrows: T

SlantEye: T
WideNose: T

Eyeglasses : T
WearingNecktie : T

WearingHat : T
WearingEarrings : T

Fig. 1. The comparison of typical cases in WebCariA and CelebA datasets. First two
rows denote the same attributes annotated in the WebCariA dataset and the CelebA
dataset. The last two rows indicate the distinctive attributes annotated in the two
datasets. ’T’ indicates ’True’, ’F’ indicates ’False’.

learned by human during this task. Compared with photos, recognize the identities of caricatures may easier for humans [26, 27]. This indicates the most representative face features are not destroyed even the shape and appearance of faces
have been largely changed. By contrast, they are usually harder for the machine
learning methods to recognize and comprehend.
Recently, the research area of analyzing the caricatures in machine learning society has been raised, with several datasets are publicly released [1, 18,
14]. Most of the existing researches focus on face recognition [26, 18, 14, 33] and
image generation [3, 4, 17] using these datasets. However, as lacked by the annotations of the caricature attributes, a more valuable task of attribute recognition,
has rarely been touched. To solve this problem, in this paper, we introduce the
WebCariA dataset, by extending a large caricature dataset ’WebCaricture’ [14]
with the annotation of fifty intrinsic face attributes. We hope it can boost this
research area. Specifically, to help understand the intrinsic facial characteristics that are felt by human, the face attributes on WebCariA are purely facial
characteristics without the non-face attributes, compared with the existing face
attribute in photo datasets (e.g., the attribute of ’Eyeglasses’ and ’WearingHat’
in CelebA dataset). (See the comparisons of typical examples in Fig. 1) The
details of the dataset will be further introduced in Section 3.
The face attribute recognition task has been solved well by deep convolutional networks [21, 7, 16, 31, 19]. It can be concluded as large-scale annotated
face attribute datasets are already established, as the facial photos are easy to
acquire. By contrast, the number of attribute annotated caricatures is small.
Therefore, a natural idea is adapting a method that is trained on the annotated
photos to the unannotated caricatures. This raises the problem of unsupervised
domain adaptation from photos to caricatures for attribute recognition.
To solve the problem of cross-modality (i.e., face to caricature) attribute
recognition on WebCariA dataset, we propose the domain attention adaptation
network (DAAN), which has robust cross-domain adaptation ability for face at-
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tribute recognition. Specifically, to address the problem of large domain gap between photos and caricatures, DAAN has two main learning schemes to constrain
the network, i.e., the inter-domain consistency learning and the intra-domain
consistency learning. The inter-domain consistency learning scheme consisting
of a pixel-level cross-domain image-to-image translator and the corresponding
inter-domain consistency losses. The inter-domain consistency losses force the
network to have consistent face attribute predictions on a certain image and its
translated one. On the other hand, to align a certain image and a transferred
image generated by the image of a different identity and domain property, we
further propose the intra-domain consistency learning. It leverages both the feature and the attribute-aware attention map to build up the consistency between
the two domains. Herein, we propose the attribute-aware attention-consistency
learning by two observations: (1) the conventional feature-based consistency
learning that align the distribution of the two domains in a global perspective is not efficient. (2) As a fine-grained classification task, face attributes are
often revealed in a small region of the face, using attribute-aware attention will
eliminate the noise conveyed by other parts. We did extensive ablation studies
to show our proposed components, which can improve the discriminate ability of
the network. The experiments also show our proposed method can outperform
the state-of-the-art methods by a margin.
In this paper, our contributions are three-fold:
– We introduce the WebCariA dataset with the annotation of fifty intrinsic
face attributes on caricatures.
– We propose a novel unsupervised attention adaptation framework for the
recognition of attributes on unlabeled caricatures, which outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods.
– We propose the attention-consistency learning which transfers the most taskdiscriminate features to achieve a more efficient adaptation.

2

Related Work

This work proposes an unsupervised domain adaptation method for attribute
recognition in unpaired facial photos and caricatures. The related work can be
concluded into three aspects: (1) The methods for face attribute recognition;
(2) The methods for unsupervised domain adaptation in classification; (3) The
generative adversarial learning-based image-to-image translation.
2.1

Face Attribute Recognition Methods

Face attribute recognition is a fine-grained classification task aiming to estimate facial characteristics. Previous works [24, 25, 41, 21, 7] based on convolutional neural networks have achieved satisfactory results. In the literature, early
works mostly focus on single attribute learning [10, 36]. After several large face
attribute datasets being released, e.g., CelebA and LFWA [21], more works attempt to study on multi-attribute estimation, formulating the inter-attribute
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relationships in one method. For example, Liu et al .[21] and Ding et al .[7]
proposed to localize face regions for multiple attribute recognition. Typically,
multi-task learning (MTL) with multiple classifiers is a common technique to
boost the generalization ability of the method by exploiting the inter-attribute
relationships. Han et al .proposed a deep MTL approach for multi-attribute estimation in heterogeneous faces. Lu et al .[23] learn a deep MTL framework that
dynamically groups similar tasks together. Zhang et al .[38] divide the attributes
into different groups according to the location of the attribute. The multi-task
learning have been proved to be very effective for facilitating the prediction of
face attributes [12, 23, 37, 2, 8, 28].
2.2

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation Methods in Classification

The scenario of unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) arises when we aiming at constructing a model that learns from an annotated data distribution
(i.e., source domain), and need it to generalize well on a different (but related)
unannotated data distribution (i.e., target domain). Plenty of UDA methods
for classification have been proposed in recent years. [6] We can roughly divide
them into two categories: (1) Non-adversarial learning methods: A metric is often
used as the objective to directly measure and minimize the discrepancy of highlevel features between the source domain and the target domain. For instance,
the work in [22] uses the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) as the metric.
Vazquez et al .[35] proposed to use a transductive SVM algorithm to solve the
UDA problem. The non-adversarial methods have the ability to strongly align
two different domains that is efficient for simple data distributions. (2) Adversarial learning methods: The discrepancy between the source and the target
domain is usually large. Therefore, the adversarial learning-based methods try
to minimize such discrepancy with the learning of the domain distributions. For
example, Ganin et al .[9] proposes a domain adversarial neural network (DANN)
for image classification which contains a loss for label prediction and a loss for
domain classification. The maximum classifier discrepancy (MCD) [30] method
builds up two classifiers to classify the source samples. Specifically, the two classifiers are forced to have different task-specific decision boundaries for the target
sample. To make the method aware of a specific task, the Drop to Adapt (DTA)
[20] method is proposed to learn robust and discriminate features by leveraging
the adversarial dropout strategy, which supports the cluster assumption. However, these methods still cannot get satisfying performance as they only directly
align the two domain distributions. Therefore, several works [29, 13] have adopted
image-to-image translation into the UDA framework, with the assumption of the
generated intermediate data helps domain alignment. Besides, previous methods
align the features learned in two domains, that are redundant and not efficient.
2.3

Image-to-Image Translation

The goal of image-to-image translation is to learn the mapping between input
images and output images. GAN has been widely utilized to solve the image-to-
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image translation problem, as it can learn the latent distribution of the images.
For example, Isola et al .[15] have proposed the conditional adversarial networks
(conditional GAN) for the image-to-image translation problem. Zhu et al .[40]
used the cycle-consistent adversarial networks (CycleGAN) to tackle the problem
without paired training examples. Kim et al .proposes a method namely U-GATIT [17] which tried to combine the attention mechanism with the generative
adversarial networks. It prompts the generator to focus on areas that specifically
distinguish between the two domains, and the discriminator to focus on the
difference between an original image and transferred image in the target domain.

3

The WebCariA Dataset

To date, several caricature datasets [1, 18, 14] are publicly available for caricature
recognition. However, due to lack of caricature attribute annotations, there are
little attempts to solve the task of caricature attribute recognition. In order
to promote the research of caricature attribute recognition and generation, we
construct a face attribute dataset, namely WebCariA, by labeling all images in
the WebCaricature [14] dataset. The dataset contains 6024 caricatures and 5974
photos of 252 people. Each image was labeled more than three times with fifty
attributes of intrinsic face characters, and the final labels are determined by a
voting strategy. The dataset is released at ∗ .
Different from the photo dataset CelebA [21] and LFWA [21], we did not mark
the attributes that are changeable, such as ’WearingJewelry’, ’WearingHats’, etc.
Instead, we labeled the attributes that can reflect the intrinsic characteristics of
the faces such as ’BigNose’, ’Bald’, etc. (See typical cases compared to CelebA in
Fig. 1). Besides, we hope the WebCariA dataset can also promote the research
area of caricature generation.

4

Method

In this section, we first provide the pipeline of our unsupervised domain adaptation framework. Secondly, we introduce the integrated-domain generalization
learning paradigm which consists of the inter-domain consistency learning and
the intra-domain consistency learning. Finally, we describe the multi-task learning setting for more precise face attribute recognition.
4.1

The Unsupervised Domain Adaptation Framework

The overall framework is shown in Fig. 2. The goal of our method is to estimate
face attributes on caricatures (i.e., the target domain) with the annotations of
the attributes that are only given on photos (i.e., the source domain). Moreover,
the images in source and target domain are unpaired, for which forms a typical
unsupervised domain adaptation setting. Formally, let us denote the labeled
∗
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Fig. 2. The overall framework of our proposed unsupervised domain attention adaptation network (DAAN) for unsupervised face attribute recognition on caricatures.


source domain as S = Xs , Ysi , i ∈ [1, N ], where xs ∈ Xs and ys ∈ Ys denote
the source image and the corresponding label pair, N denotes the number of face
attributes. The unlabeled target domain can be therefore denoted as T = {Xt },
where xt ∈ Xt denotes the target image.
The domain gap and domain shift are the major problems for the crossdomain learning method. To solve the problems, our method adopted an integrated learning scene for learning both the inter- and intra-domain consistencies.
The consistencies are learned by given constraints on the features. The interdomain consistency learning firstly uses an unsupervised image-to-image translator to generate images from one domain to another by learning the influence of
the style discrepancy of the two domains. The semantic information is preserved
and the style information is transformed on the transferred images. Specifically,
in this work, the image translation is bi-directional, where each image of the
source domain will generate one transferred image in the target domain, and
vise versa. The bi-directional image-to-image translation module in the framework can be regarded as to help build an intermediate data distribution between
the source data and target data.
However, caricatures and photos have a large domain gap, i.e., with large
style and shape variations. To constrain the semantic information conveyed by
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image and its generated one align in features, we introduce the label-consistency
learning to minimize the prediction error generated on the two domains.
Obviously, the generated data (from the other domain) and the real data
in a certain domain have smaller domain gap, and thus are easier to be aligned
together. We further propose an attention adaptation followed by a feature adaptation learning scheme to close the features of the intra-domain images, i.e., the
original image and the transferred image (from another domain).
For inference, we use a multi-task learning method to design the face attribute
classifiers. By assuming that the attributes have mutually exclusions, we build
attribute-groups to involve mutual attribute competitions. The final network is
end-to-end, and all the modules we introduced can be trained simultaneously.
4.2

Inter-Domain Consistency Learning

Unsupervised image-to-image translation. In the cross-domain attribute
recognition task, the distribution between the source and target domains are
large. Photos are shots of the real-world that often contain rich illumination,
texture and noise. And caricatures are facial drawings are often concise, with
clear outlines and exaggerated facial features. In order to eliminate the domain gap between the photo and caricatures, we first utilize an unsupervised
image-to-image translator to alleviate the style discrepancy between these two
domains. The translator takes a source image xs and a target image xt as inputs,
and translate them from one domain to the other. The obtained corresponding
translated images are denoted as xs→t and xt→s . Here we use the generator
and discriminator proposed in [17] as the image-to-image translator Gs→t and
Gt→s . Therefore, the loss are denoted as LG , LD , respectively. In this way, the
style difference between the source domain and the target domain is eliminated,
making their domain distribution more consistent with each other. Then, the
features of the four images are extracted by a feature extractor. The feature
extractor Resnet takes xs and xt→s as inputs, then the feature vectors Fs and
Ft→s is obtained after the global average pooling (GAP). The features Ft and
Fs→t in the target domain are acquired accordingly.
Label-consistency learning. By assuming the semantic information is not
destroyed during image translation, we give xs and xs→t the same labels to
calculate the classification loss. Here, we use the cross-entropy loss to calculate
the attribute estimating errors with the input of xs and xs→t ,

Ls→t
c



Lsc = −Exs ,ys ∼S ys> log C (Resnet (xs ))


= −Exs→t ,ys ∼T 0 ys> log C (Resnet (xs→t ))

(1)
(2)

where C is the classifier, S 0 and T 0 are the distributions of the transferred
image features. This also helps to make full use of annotations given in the source
domain for semantic attribute consistency.
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On the other hand, the labels of xt and xt→s should be predicted as consistent
as possible, therefore, we design the label-consistency loss for xt and xt→s to
control semantic attribute consistency,
Llab
consis = −Ext ∼T,xt→s ∼S 0 [kC (Resnet (xt )) − C (Resnet (xt→s ))k2 ]

(3)

λl Llab
consis

(4)

Linter = λG LG + λD LD +

The proposed method achieves style consistency and semantic consistency
between the source domain and the target domain by adopting the abovementioned techniques. However, attribute recognition is a fine-grained classification task, these consistencies are built on a global perspective. They are not
sensitive to the tiny differences between the two domains in the cross-domain
face attribute recognition task. And the network still lack of the constraints between the transferred image and original image in one domain, e.g., xs→t and
xt . We propose the intra-domain consistency learning to solve the problem.
4.3

Intra-Domain Consistency Learning

To make the source (/target) domain image and the transferred target (/source)
image have stronger consistency constraints, we use the generative adversarial
strategy to make the distribution of features align between the source domain
and target domain. We introduce two discriminators DF s and DF t for the output
features of the two domains, to construct the feature-level domain adaptation.
eat
Under the adversarial learning setting, the loss Lfconsis
of the features can be
written as,
eat
Lfconsis
=E

hX

i
i
hX
Ys→t log (DF t (Ft ))
Ys log (DF s (Ft→s )) + E

(5)

where Y is the originated domain label of the samples, and have the same
shape to F. If the samples come from source domain the elements of Y are 1
else 0. As the two pair of cross-domain features are jointly optimized, the final
consistency loss in Eq. 5 aggregate the errors raised by the two features. And in
the discriminate process, the intra-domain feature consistency for source domain
try to achieve feature-level alignment between Fs and Ft→s , which can be defined
as follows,
eat
Lsfadv
= E [log (DF s (Fs ))] + E [log (1 − DF s (Ft→s ))]

(6)

For the features in the target domain, the alignment can be written as,
eat
Ltfadv
= E [log (DF t (Fs→t ))] + E [log (1 − DF t (Ft ))]

(7)

The features convey the whole information of an image, that is rough and not
efficient. It is proved that discriminative features often make more contribution
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to the classification task [34]. And a slight difference between the source and
target domain can seriously affect the classification results in face attributes
classification, because it is a fine-grained classification problem. Moreover, the
distortion and exaggerations of caricature are often beyond realism which makes
the gap of photos and caricatures very large. Therefore, we propose the attributeattention alignment between the original images and translated images (from the
other domain). The attention maps As , At→s , At and As→t of all inputs are
calculated by classP
activation map (CAM) [39]. Take the source original image
n
as example, Ais = j=1 wji F0s,j , where F0s,j is the jth channel of output feature
0
maps Fs which is a metric before GAP and wji is the jth weight of the fully
connected layer for predicting the ith category. Similar to the feature domain
adaptation, we propose two attention-based discriminators, i.e., DAs which is
performed on As and At→s , and DAt which is performed on At and As→t to
construct the attribute-attention domain adaptation.
The attribute attention-based adaptation can locate the decisive image region
for classification. And with the help of the discriminators, the network will pay
more attention to the inconsistent regions of the two domains to eliminate their
tiny differences. Therefore, attention is suitable for domain alignment in face
attributes classification.
The attention-consistency loss can be defined as follow:
i
i
hX
hX
Y0 s→t log (DAt (At )) , (8)
Y0 s log (DAs (At→s )) + E
Latt
consis = E
where Y0 is the label of the domain where the sample is coming from, its
shape is same to A. If the samples are drawn from the source domain, the
elements of Y0 is 1 else 0. And the attention-based intra-domain consistencies
As and At→s for the source domain are defined as,
Lsatt
adv = E [log (DAs (As ))] + E [log (1 − DAs (At→s ))]

(9)

Similarly, DAt aligns the distributions between At and As→t ,
Ltatt
adv = E [log (DAt (As→t ))] + E [log (1 − DAt (At ))]

(10)

Overall, the final intra-domain consistency loss can be written as,
eat
eat
eat
eat
Lintra = λf (Lsfconsis
+ Ltfconsis
) + Lsfadv
+ Ltfadv

+λa (Lsatt
consis
4.4

+

Ltatt
consis )

+

Lsatt
adv

+

Ltatt
adv

(11)
(12)

Multi-Task Attribute Recognition

For the task of caricature attribute recognition, the attributes are not independent. It is not suitable to treat them as a pure multi-class classification problem,
as done by the conventional attribute recognition methods. Thus, the work in
[38] partitioned all the attributes into different groups based on the global and
local spatial regions.
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The idea is natural but not very reasonable to the learning theory. By contrast, we observe that in most face attribute datasets, there are mutually exclusive relationships among the face attributes. For example, the attributes of
young, middle-aged and old are related to the group of age. Obviously, the mutually exclusive relationships among the attributes provides stronger and more
stable constraints to build up the classifiers. Herein, for the classifiers, we use
one fully-connected layer to map the features to a certain number of classes for
each attribute group. The cross-entropy loss is used to calculate the error. The
results of each classifier is concatenated to obtain the final prediction result.
Finally, the objective function involving all the previous mentioned losses can
be written as,
L = Lsc + Ls→t
+ Linter + Lintra
c
4.5

(13)

Implementation Details

We implement the proposed method using the open-source framework PyTorch.
We use ResNet-50 [11] without the layer after the global average pooling layer
as the feature extractor, and share the extractor through all inputs in this work.
The discriminators are randomly initialized with a structure similar to [32],
consisting five convolutional layers with size of {3 × 3,1,1} for {kernel, stride,
padding}. We use the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm to optimize
the network, with a batch size of 40. The learning rate for the feature extractor
and the classifiers is 0.05, with momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 5 × 10−4 .
The learning rate is decayed by the polynomial strategy [5] with the power of
0.75. For the discriminators, we use Adam optimizer with the learning rate of
1 × 10−4 . For the adversarial losses, we use the learning rates of 0.02, 0.1 and
0.1 for λl , λf and λa , respectively.

5

Experimental Results

Because annotated photos are often easy to acquire, in this paper, the method
is built to estimate caricature attributes by the annotated photos, and using the
photos in WebCariA dataset as the source domain. We use the metrics of accuracy (Acc.) and F1 score to measure the performance through the experiments.
Please note that the attribute recognition task is very task-imbalanced for each
attribute, the F1 score is more representative to show the real performance of
the methods.
5.1

Ablation Study

We did extensive experiments for DAAN, including (1) the evaluation of the
effectiveness of the MTL method, (2) the performance comparison of different
network configurations of DAAN. The parameter analysis of DAAN is reported
in Supplementary Material.
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Firstly, we construct the ’Source Only’ method, which is only trained on the
source domain and evaluate on the target domain; and the ’Target Only’ method,
which is trained on the target domain and also evaluates on the target domain,
forms a fully-supervised fashion. These two methods are usually used as the
baselines to indicate the lower and upper bound of the performance of domain
adaptation. For the proposed DAAN, we construct different configurations of
DAAN, with or without the consistency learning of label, feature and attributeaware attention.
Table 1. The effectiveness of the proposed multi-task learning strategy. ’MultiTask’
denotes the network is learned with the attribute groups.
Method

Avg. Acc

Avg. F1

Source Only
Source Only(MultiTask)
DTA [20]
DTA(MultiTask) [20]
Target Only
Target Only(MultiTask)

0.8054
0.8050
0.8100
0.8076
0.8474
0.8526

0.6770
0.6922
0.6941
0.7000
0.7358
0.7601

The effectiveness of multi-task learning. Table 1 shows the performance
in average accuracy and average F1 score through all attributions on the WebCariA dataset. The table suggests that using the multi-task learning strategy consistently improves the performance of the network. For the two baseline
networks ’Source Only’ and ’Target Only’ which are purely unsupervised and
supervised methods, group attributes with multi-task learning improve the average F1 score by 1.52% and 2.43%, respectively. To evaluate the generalization
of the proposed MTL, we implement the state-of-the-art unsupervised domain
adaptation method in [20] with a single classifier, denote as DTA, and with the
proposed MTL, denote as DTA(MultiTask). The experiments show that, for the
well designed unsupervised domain adaptation method, our proposed MTL still
improves the F1 score by 0.59%.
Evaluation of different adaptation constraints. To evaluate the effectiveness of different adaptation constraints proposed by the method, we first construct DAAN with only one consistency constraint of label, feature and attributeaware attention as ’DAAN-L’,’DAAN-F’ and ’DAAN-A’, respectively. Then, we
compose two and three constraints into DAAN. The evaluations in average accuracy and F1 score are reported in 2. We make three conclusions according to the
table: (1) All the constraints help to regularize the features under the UDA setting. (2) Among one factor constrained DAANs, the attention-consistency constraint performs better than the other two constraints, indicates the attention
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Table 2. Performance comparison with different configurations of DAAN. (Bests are
in Bold)
Method
DAAN

-L
-F
-A
-LF
-LA
-LFA

label

feat.

att.

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

Avg. Acc

Avg. F1

0.8122
0.8169
0.8147
0.8219
0.8212
0.8239

0.7038
0.7094
0.7107
0.7181
0.7192
0.7215

is more efficient. (3) The combination of three constraints can further improve
the model, and achieve the overall best performance. This reveals multiple constraints are useful to the UDA setting, which has more freedom in parameter
space compared with fully-supervised learning.
5.2

Comparison with the State-of-the-art Methods.

We compare DAAN with several recent state-of-the-art methods for image classification. The compared methods include DAN [22], DANN [9], MCD [30] and
DTA [20]. The compared methods are reimplemented on the WebCariA dataset
without our proposed MTL by mutually exclusive attribute groups. The performance in average accuracy and F1 score is reported in Table 3, and the attributewise performance in the F1 score is illustrated in Fig. 3. The table suggests that
the four state-of-the-art methods can both improve the performance of the network when adapting to another domain, and DTA performs best among the
four methods in the second set of rows. So we further implement it with our
MTL setting (denoted as ’DTA(MultiTask)’). As shown by the table, compared
DAAN-LF with DTA, our proposed method gets a 1.19% improvement in average
accuracy and a 2.4% improvement in average F1 score. Compared with DAANLFA with DTA and DTA(MultiTask), the improvements are 1.39%, 1.63% in
average accuracy and 2.74%, 2.15% in average F1 score, respectively. This shows
the effectiveness of DAAN compared with the current state-of-the-art methods.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3, DAAN-LFA performs consistently best in most
attributes, when compared with Source Only, DAN and DTA method. It is
worth noting that DAAN performs especially well in attributes that are hard to
estimate (i.e., with F1 score under 0.6), e.g., SquareFace, HookNose, etc. This
demonstrates the robustness of the proposed DAAN. We also analyze the generalization ability for DAAN on small benchmark datasets, which is reported in
Supplementary Material.
5.3

Visualization of the Attribute-wise Attention Maps

The CAM reveals the attention of the network when it makes decisions on a certain class. We visualize the CAMs for the proposed method compared with the
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Fig. 3. The performance comparison in F1 score with Source Only, DAN (MMD), DTA
and the proposed DAAN-LFA.
Table 3. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods for performance in average
Acc. and F1 score. As MCD method proposed two classifiers in the network, we report
both of them separately.
Method

Avg. Acc

Avg. F1

Source Only
Source Only(MultiTask)
DAN [22]
DANN [9]
MCD [30]
DTA [20]
DTA(MultiTask) [20]
DAAN-LF(Ours)
DAAN-LA(Ours)
DAAN-LFA(Ours)
Target Only
Target Only(MultiTask)

0.8054
0.8050
0.8098
0.7783
0.7967 (0.7993)
0.8100
0.8076
0.8219
0.8212
0.8239
0.8474
0.8526

0.6770
0.6922
0.6921
0.6604
0.6920 (0.6914)
0.6941
0.7000
0.7181
0.7192
0.7215
0.7358
0.7601

state-of-the-art methods on the test set in Fig. 4. As the face attributes are often
spatial-related, more precise attention regions for the specific attribute indicates
higher predict performance. It is suggested by the figure that DAAN-LFA generates consistently best region activation through the cases. (More visualization
results for DAAN is shown in Supplementary Material.)
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Fig. 4. The visualization of CAM for the proposed compared with the state-of-the-art
methods on typical cases. Obviously, the proposed DAAN-LFA consistently generates
high quality CAMs of accurate positions and active region sizes.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we extend the ’WebCaricature’ with fifty intrinsic face attributes
to prepare the WebCariA dataset, for boosting the research in caricature attribute recognition. Then, to solve the problem of lacking annotated caricature attributes, we propose an unsupervised domain adaptation framework, i.e.,
DAAN, to estimate the caricature attributes by training the network with only
given the face attribute labels. DAAN integrated with both inter- and intradomain consistency learning paradigms. Specifically, in DAAN, an image-toimage translator and a label-consistency learning constrain are contained to
fill the gap between photos and caricatures. To align the domain between the
transferred images and original images in one certain domain, we propose the
attribute-aware attention-consistency learning constrain, which is more efficient
than the feature consistency constrain. The experiments show our framework
can outperform the state-of-the-art methods by a reasonable margin.
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